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● As per RBI, agri loans outstanding for SCBs at end-FY16 were Rs10
tn for 80 mn accounts. At 12% growth in FY17 and assuming 72%
share for SCBs (their median share of disbursement in ten years
FY07-16), total outstanding credit comes to Rs15 tn.
● As these loan waivers are being conducted top-down and by state
governments, we look at the state-wise split. States where waivers
are already part of the discourse, i.e. TN, UP, KA, MH, RA, PU, MP
and HA were together 62% of SCB loans in FY16 (Fig 1). In FY17,
including RRB/Co-op loans, these states would add up to Rs9.6 tn.
● Accounts with <200k outstanding were 41% of loans and 86% of
accounts (Fig 2): states may be screening for <Rs100k of loan.
Average size of loan varies (Fig 3) across states, but waivers in
UP/MH are 30-31% of the outstanding SCB credit in FY17 there.
● If all 8 states waive loans in this proportion, the quantum would be
Rs2.1 tn (1.3% of GDP). In our view, the final number likely would
be lower (e.g., TN has already had one waiver), and fiscal cost
may be spread over 2-4 years. But loan growth could be affected:
the slowdown by banks in April (Fig 4) may last several quarters.
Figure 1: TN, UP, KA, MH and AP nearly half of outstanding loans
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Such a programme would yield different results across states, given
the varying average size of loans (Fig 3). However, waivers in UP/MH
are 30-31% of the outstanding SCB credit in FY17 there. If all 8 states
were to waive loans in this proportion, the quantum would be Rs2.1 tn.
Figure 3: Average loan size per account varies widely across states
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Figure 2: Accounts <Rs200k are 86% of accounts, 41% of loans
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Total agri loan exposure ~Rs15 tn; Rs11 tn with SCBs

As per RBI, agri loans outstanding for Scheduled Commercial Banks
(SCBs) at end-FY16 were Rs10 tn for 80 mn accounts. At 12% growth
in FY17 and assuming 72% share for SCBs (their median share of
disbursement in ten years), total outstanding credit comes to Rs15 tn.
As these loan waivers are being conducted top-down and by state
governments, we look at the state-wise split. States where waivers are
already part of the discourse, i.e. TN, UP, KA, MH, RA, PU, MP and
HA were together 62% of SCB loans in FY16 (Fig 1). In FY17,
including RRB/Co-op loans, these states would add up to Rs9.6 tn.
Waiver in MH and UP (for now) waived ~31% of SCB loans

Mechanism of farmer identification would vary across states, but it
appears that states are screening for accounts with amount
outstanding less than Rs100-150k. Accounts with <200k outstanding
(we do not have a separate categorisation for Rs100k available) were
41% of loans and 86% of accounts (Fig 2).
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However, in our view, this would be the upper end of the fiscal cost,
and the final number could be lower, and the fiscal cost may be
spread over 2-4 years. TN, for example, has already gone through a
waiver of co-operative bank loans worth Rs60 bn over five years; only
the courts' directive of extending it to other farmers remains.
Figure 4: YoY agri loan growth for SCBs has already slowed sharply
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